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MAXIMAL AND MINIMAL RING TOPOLOGIES

NIEL SHELL1

Abstract. An explicit description is given of a nondiscrete ring topology on

the field Q of rational numbers which is strictly finer than the locally

bounded topology on Q having the ring of integers as a preorder. It is

observed that either there exist nonvaluable minimal ring topologies or there

exist ring topologies containing no minimal ring topologies.

It is shown by example that the strongest nondiscrete non-Archimedean

ring topology on the field of rational numbers, which is also maximal among

all nondiscrete locally bounded ring topologies on the rationals, is not

maximal among all nondiscrete ring topologies on the rationals. The existence

of minimal and maximal ring topologies is discussed briefly.

The term maximal (minimal) topology on a ring will mean a topology that

is maximal (minimal) in the lattice under set inclusion of all nontrivial,

nondiscrete ring topologies on the ring. A ring topology is called non-Archi-

medean if its uniformity is non-Archimedean (see [5]), i.e., if there exists a

base at zero of open additive subgroups. If A and B are subsets of a ring,

A - B = {a - b\a E A, b E B).

Theorem 1. Every nontrivial, nondiscrete ring topology is contained in a

maximal topology.

Proof. If T is a totally ordered collection of nondiscrete ring topologies

stronger than a given ring topology, then 91 = U g-<= 7-9Lr, where 9lg is the

^-neighborhood filter at zero, is the neighborhood filter at zero of a ring

topology stronger than any topology in T. The topology determined by 91 is

nondiscrete because {0} G 9L¡- for any 5ëT. The theorem now follows by

Zorn's lemma.

Corollary 1.1. There are maximal topologies on every infinite field.

Proof. Theorem 5.2 of [3] states that there are nontrivial, nondiscrete ring

topologies on every infinite field.

The locally bounded topology bJz which has the integers Z as a preorder is
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the unique strongest non-Archimedean topology on the rational numbers Q:

all nonzero subgroups of Z are ?Tz-open; hence, all nonzero subgroups of Q

are ?Tz-open. The topology ?TZ is also a maximal nondiscrete locally bounded

ring topology (see [4]). It is natural to ask if ?TZ is a maximal topology.

Lemma 2.1.//® is a neighborhood base at zero of a ring topology on Z, then

{mV\m E Z+, V E %} is a subbase at zero of a ipossibly discrete) ring

topology 3" on Q; ?TZ c f.

Proof. If U¡ - U, C V„ then

(n^)-(n^)c(n»^.).
If aU, c V» then

f(n**tfi)c(fWi).
If Wt + • • • + W¡ c V¡, where there are m, summands W¡ on the left side of

the containment, and U2 c W¡, then

(n^,t/,)2c[ rw«/^)'

Since Z is a ^-neighborhood of zero, so are the sets in the ?Tz-base

(nZ}nez+; therefore, SSZ E 5".

Theorem 2. Le/ {a,, a2, . . . } be a sequence of integers greater than two such

that, for each n E Z+,

0) n\\an,

(»)a„k+i,
(iii)an+1>(2«a„+l)2"+'.//

//

Vrn = (x E Z\x = a(2a„Z)for some a- B • |a| <-y/2a„ - 1}

00

then § = {mVr\m, r E Z + ) is a neighborhood subbase at zero of a nondiscrete

ring topology § on Q which is strictly finer than ?TZ.

Proof. Lemma 2.1 will be applied to show that S determines a ring

topology on Q at least as fine as ?fz. Clearly { Vr) is a decreasing sequence of

symmetric sets containing zero. Let c = i2a„)2'. Suppose x,y E Vr+X and

x = a{2anZ),        |a|<Vc — 1,

y = b(2anZ),       |6|<Vc-l.

If c < 4, then a = b = 0, which implies \a + b\ < c - 1; if c > 4, then

\a + b\ < 2Vc -2 < 2Vc -1 < c - 1. Therefore, x + y E Vr. Also,
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\ab\ < (Vc - 1) = c - (2Vc - 1) < c - 1.

Therefore xy E Vr. From the containments Vr+X + Vr+X c Vr and Fr2+1 c

Vr, which have just been established, it follows that, for any ¿ G Z,

¿Kr+Wc Vr+W+ ■ ■ ■ + Kf+Wc Fr,

where there are 2'*1 summands Kr+|A| in the middle member of this chain of

containments. It now follows that { Vr) is the neighborhood base at zero of a

ring topology on Z.

Next it is shown that "3" ¥= ?TZ by showing that only the zero ideal of Z is

contained in Vx. Since 2 < a„, for all n, \/2an < an. Since ±a„ are the

representatives of an modulo 2a„Z with smallest absolute value, an G V„,\ D

Vx. But, since n\\a„, the sequence {an} is eventually in every nonzero ideal of

Z.

Finally it is shown that 5" is not discrete by observing that

i t

2aR X\m¡E (~\ m¡K>
(=i i=i

for R > max(/% II' = 1m,). Let x = 2aRl\m¡. Since a„\x/m¡ if n <, R, x/m E

Vrn for n < R. If n > R, then

0 < ± < 2RaR < 2V^T - 1 <^/a~n- I.

where the third inequality is a consequence of property (iii) of {ar}.

The proof of Theorem 2 contains an explicit description of a nondiscrete

ring topology on Z which is stronger than the topology with all nonzero ideals

as a basis at zero. The existence of "nonideal" topologies was established in

[2]-
A subset of a topological ring will be called a-bounded if it can be written

as a countable union of bounded sets; a ring topology will be called

a-bounded if the entire ring is a a-bounded set. Since finite sets are bounded

in any ring topology, all ring topologies on a countable ring are a-bounded.

Theorem 3. Any nontrivial a-bounded ring topology on a ring R can be

weakened to a nontrivial first countable ring topology.

Proof. Suppose R = U™=iBn, where {Bn} is an increasing sequence of

sets bounded in topology ?T. Let Vx be any neighborhood of zero distinct

from R. Inductively, choose a sequence [Vn] of symmetric ?T-open neigh-

borhoods of zero such that Vn + X + Vn+X c Vn; V2+x c Vn; B„Vn+l c Vn

and Vn + xBn c V„. Then {V„} is a neighborhood base at zero for a first

countable ring topology contained in <5.

Corollary 3.1. All non trivial a-bounded minimal topologies on a ring are

first countable. In particular, all minimal topologies on a countable field are first

countable.

There are ring topologies on a simple transcendental extension C(t) of the
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complex field C which induce the usual topology on C; examples of such

topologies are given in [6]. Let 5" be such a topology. Suppose there existed a

valuation | | on C(r) such that the associated value topology ^ | were

containedjn ?T. Then 5j | would induce a ring topology on C which would be

contained in the usual topology on C. But the topology induced on C by 5j,

would be the valuable (hence nontrivial) topology of the restriction of | | ; and,

furthermore, the usual topology on C is minimal. Therefore, | | would induce

the usual topology on C. But this is a contradiction, since no valuation on

C{t) can be Archimedean on C. Hence, a ring topology on C(/) which

induces the usual topology on C does not contain a valuable topology. Thus,

(at least) one of two interesting situations must occur: either there exist

nonvaluable minimal topologies or there exist topologies which contain no

minimal topologies.
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